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Chapter 1 : 33 InDesign tutorials to level up your skills | Creative Bloq
Browse the latest Adobe InDesign CC tutorials, video tutorials, hands-on projects, and more. Ranging from beginner to
advanced, these tutorials provide basics, new features, plus tips and techniques. Learn the basics, or refine your skills
with tutorials designed to inspire.

Here are some tips for getting your freelance career back on track. Read More to create single or multiple page
documents. But if you design your own ebook cover, there are some important things you need to take into
consideration. Read More , magazines including digital , flyers. It offers similar functions to software such as
LucidPress read our review Lucidpress: Lucidpress is absolutely gorgeous. A lot of graphic design skill has
been put into it for helping casual designers make fantastic documents. Read More , though includes many
more features. Not Photoshop or Illustrator. That is, images constructed of pixels i. You can find out how to
learn Photoshop here Photoshop for Photographers: You need to post-process if you want the best possible
results. Here are eight free lectures to get you started. Ready to bring your designs to life? Read More edits
vector art. That is, images and elements constructed of points, lines, and shapes i. These elements can be
scaled without loss of fidelity. Plenty of fine-tuning options for printing on high-end print and plating systems.
Insert elements from other programs i. Illustrator without converting those elements into pixels. In other
words, files retain their native format raster or vector Amazing word-wrap functions Designed with multi-page
projects specifically in mind Easily create elements that exist on all pages page numbers, headers, etc. From
there, advance to the Learn Essentials area which delves into each area in more detail. Once those novice steps
are mastered, the Key Techniques and some of the videos in the New Features sections will see you rapidly
become an expert. This covers understanding margins and bleeds, image formats, and working with color,
among others. InDesign Training For Beginners These 13 videos on TrainingTutorials are taken from the full,
hour-long Lynda course you have to sign up for a paid, monthly account to access the remaining lessons.
Despite this not being a complete set of videos, the content offers a great primer for getting to grips with
navigating InDesign. Whether you want to create a vintage, clothbound book cover , or create a cool
typography poster , these step-by-step tutorials will show you exactly how. The videos are tailored for CS5,
CS6 and CC, with the vast majority of lessons being relevant for each version of the software. Layers
Magazine This site focuses on all things Adobe. This library of articles covers topics from the very basics, to
the very advanced. Some of their more detailed articles and videos act as independent tutorials to teach you a
whole new aspect of the program.
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Chapter 2 : InDesign Skills | + Online InDesign Tutorials for Beginners
Our beginner InDesign tutorials walk you through the most essential InDesign skills, giving you the confidence to create
and edit all kinds of designs and documents like a pro. Our step-by-step jargon-free instructions making learning
InDesign a breeze.

Magazine spreads, book pages, flyers, websites and other text-based designs will always benefit from a
well-chosen font pairing. If you want to add sub-headings or pull-out quotes setting text in an italic weight is
always a wise move, or try using a bold or condensed version of your body text font to add contrast while
keeping the typography looking polished. Why does this font pairing work so well? Firstly, the pairing has
high contrast, which creates interest and stimulates the eye. Secondly, this pairing feels at once both classic
and contemporary, which makes it suitable for all sorts of layouts. A good starting point is to decide on a
headline sans serif that you really love, and then rotate the serif body text through several options until you
find the font that looks just right. One of our favourite font pairings is headlines set in Bebas Neue , with body
text set in Caslon. A sub-heading set in Adobe Caslon Pro Italic adds the perfect finishing touch. A family
may also include more stylised variations of the original roman weight, such as condensed, outlined and
expanded. Some font families contain as few as three fonts, while others might extend to include dozens of
fonts. Pairing two fonts taken from either the same family or superfamily is a quick route to creating a design
that feels pulled-together and elegant. The success of this sort of pairing rests on the shared similarities
between the chosen fonts, rather than contrast, which has a calming effect on the eye. For layouts which
require a more traditional, formal or conservative style, this sort of font pairing is the perfect choice. In fact
the vast range of font styles you can track down within a superfamily can give you plenty of variation, to keep
your design looking playful. We love the combination of a Roboto Slab headline with Roboto body text. Each
font brings its own personality to a design, helping to give the whole layout a certain mood or vibe. Some serif
fonts, such as Bembo and Garamond , fall into the Old Style sub-category, with these fonts tending to have an
old-fashioned, dignified personality. These work well paired with Humanist sans serifs like Frutiger and Gill
Sans , because these too have an old-fashioned, serious mood. Here a Garamond headline and sub-heading
makes a great team alongside Gill Sans body text. Transitional serifs have a more modern mood than Old
Style typefaces, which makes them a suitable pairing for Geometric or Rounded sans serifs, like Futura and
Avenir. Here, a headline set in Mrs. Eaves is stylishly offset by Futura body text. Modern serifs, such as Didot
and Bodoni , have a classic elegance but feel more fun and fashionable than their Old Style relatives. Because
they are more contemporary in style, they team best with Geometric sans serifs. In this example, Bodoni and
Open Sans make for an elegant font pairing. Display or Headline fonts are specially designed to make text
really shout for attention. These heavily stylised or chunky display fonts, such as FF Scala and Eczar , look
fantastic paired with Humanist or Transitional body text, whether in serif or sans serif styles. This is a more
space-age version of that pairing rule, giving layouts a futuristic spin that feels clean and cutting-edge. In this
example the exaggerated tracking of Quicksand as the headline makes the ultimate contrast with neat and
pulled-together Garamond. Still feeling overwhelmed with the sheer choice of fonts on the web? Check out
our pick of the best fonts for every purpose and budget.
Chapter 3 : 30+ Illustrator CC & CS6 Tutorials For Beginners & Intermediates
Learn Basic Design Skills. AdobeÂ® InDesignÂ® is the industry's go-to tool making for layouts that combine images and
text. Learn the most efficient way to work with this indispensable software in AdobeÂ® InDesignÂ® CCÂ® for Beginners
with Erica Gamet.

Chapter 4 : The Beginners Guide to Font Pairing
InDesign CC is a desktop publishing application that allows you to design, layout and publish documents. This tutorial
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will show you how to use the tools and features available to you in this industry standard publishing software from
Adobe.

Chapter 5 : Adobe InDesign CC Tutorial - Beginners to Advanced Tutorial - AprÃ¨s
Learn the InDesign workspace and how to open and save your documents. Welcome to this series of tutorials, which
teaches you the basic tools and techniques of Adobe InDesign CC. This tutorial introduces you to the InDesign
workspace and shows you how to open and save your documents.

Chapter 6 : Adobe InDesign CC Tutorial
In this tutorial, Adobe evangelist Terry White picks out five key tips for working with images in Indesign CC. It's a
recording of a live session, so there's a bit of faffing about at the start - you can skip the first couple of minutes if you
want to get straight to the tips.

Chapter 7 : Adobe InDesign CC Tutorial in PDF
Welcome to the complete beginners guide to Adobe Indesign CS5. In this series, I will be demonstrating how to create a
small project in Adobe Indesign from start to finish.

Chapter 8 : 33 InDesign tutorials to level up your skills: How to use InDesign tools | Creative Bloq
In this episode of Adobe Creative Cloud TV, Terry White shows you how to get started with Adobe InDesign CC and the
10 things beginners want to know how to do.

Chapter 9 : Get started with InDesign |
You're new to InDesign and you want to learn as quickly as you can. You've come to the right place. InDesignSecrets is
the biggest InDesign site on the Web, with hundreds of tips, tricks, and techniques. For the new user, check out our
Beginners Corner category and be sure to listen to this.
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